
"DEFORCEMENT.

deforcement; but no such intimation being then made for the master's farm, the
LORDS found, That the deforcement could not be now elided, by proponing
now in this place upon the master's right, which was then omitted to be men-
tioned at the time of the execution, and was now only alleged, and offered to be
tried to be a just debt.

Act. Advocatus Hpe. Alt. Stuart. Clerk, Gibson.

Fol. Dic. v. .i p. 231. -Durie, p* 338* -

'ROBERT HARSE againtr FORK.

FOUND, that a.messengerinight be detorce) in the execution of a poinding of
goods in a shop, when he had not his blazon at the time, though he was
known in the place. But there was some speciality; for he, before himself ap-
peared, sent a man into the shop as his assistant, whom the people turned out
again, and conveyed away some goods.

.Fol. Dio. v. 1. p. 232.; Harcarse, (DEFORCEMENT.) No 412. P 110.

1697. December 30.
LORD KINNAIRD against JOHNSTON of Westerhall and DOUGLAS of Kilhead.

I REPORTED the Lord Kinnaird against Johnston of Westerhall, and Douglas
of Kilhead, for deforcing a messenger in the execution of a caption against
Bernard Ross. The defences were, the instrument of deforcement was null,
because, imo, It did not bear the messenger displayed his blazon, and so I
was not bound to acknowledge you for one; 2do, It does not bear you shewed
the caption, and when you was required, you only produced a letter from my
Lord Kinnaird's Chamberlain, employing you to search for the said rebel; and
it was a great and secret virtue in the caption to -work at that distance, as the
sympathetic powder does ; and it is licita resistentia in any of the lieges to
rescue a rebel out of a messenger's hand who wants a caption; for, in so far
he acts without authority, et tanquam predo.-Answered, He opponed the exe-
cution, bearing, that after he had apprehended the rebel, he touched him with
the wand of peace : he disarmed him of his sword, and delivered him to his ap-
paritors and associates, which speaks both his acquiescence, and that all things
were legally and formally done; and, for showing his caption to those gentlemen
who came after he was his prisoner, he was not bound to show it to them ; nei-
ther is it always safe for a messenger to do it, for several times it has been torn
by the rebel, or carried away by others; and here Ross, the 'prisoner, neither
controverted his being a messenger, nor his having the caption, but submitted:
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1635. March.

No 4.

No 5.
The Lords
found, that
a messenger
apprehending
a man for
debt was not
bound to
show'his
blazon., til
he had touch-
ed him with
the wand,
and there-
fore, found
the omission
of that to be
no excuse of
deforcement.
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